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Dear Valued Customer, 

Thank you for your purchasing the Craftamo Watercolor Brush Pens. We truly 
appreciate your custom, and we hope you enjoy the brush pens included in 
this set! If there is anything we can help you with specifically, please contact 
us at our support desk: craftamo.freshdesk.com  

Below, we’ve prepared a few guidelines & tips on how to use this product 
safely and effectively, so read on! 

Dan - CEO, Craftamo

What Are Brush Pens? 

Watercolor brush pens are great tools for artists, calligraphers, crafters, and 
hobbyists alike! Though they look like ordinary felt pens, our brush pens 
contain water-soluble ink that allow you to blend colors smoothly, to 
produce watercolor effects.


Craftamo’s brush pens are made with synthetic brush 

hair tips which recreate the stroke of a paintbrush

with the precision and control of a pen.

This makes them ideal to use for a variety

of applications such as watercolor

painting, scrapbooking, lettering, 

card making, and for adult coloring

books. To make the most out of Craftamo’s watercolor brush

pens, we’ve created a short guide on the wide range of

effects you can achieve by using these awesome tools effectively. 


http://craftamo.freshdesk.com


Craftamo Brush Pens Tips & Tricks

How To Create Different Brush Strokes With Your Brush Pens

The fine-tipped bristles of Craftamo’s brush pens allow for extremely fluid 
strokes that are very easy to control and manipulate. You can transition from 
thick to thin lines with ease just by simply altering the pressure applied to the 
brush pen. Keep in mind that exerting more pressure on the brush creates 
bold strokes while drawing lightly produces fine lines. This technique is 
commonly used in hand-lettering and calligraphy art.


Instagram: @Mistfit.Plans



Blending Colors Using Craftamo’s Brush Pens

Here’s where we talk about the fun part — blending! There are a variety of 
ways to blend colors using Craftamo’s brush pens.


Blend the brush pens using water... 

Because brush pens use water-soluble ink, they can be blended easily with 
water. This technique usually works best while the ink is still wet. If the ink 
has already dried, simply re-apply water to blend the colors out and create a 
translucent wash.


Blend with a different brush pen... 

Combine different colors together by blending your lighter-colored brush pen 
to the darker ones. Because the brush pens haven’t been diluted with water, 
this method will produce bright and vivid colors. Remember not to use the 
darker brush pen for blending as this will only cover up the lighter color.


Instagram: @Chuck_Meowt



Creating Watercolor Effects 

Watercolor brush pens produce more bold and vibrant colors than 
watercolor paints. If you want to achieve the soft, translucent effect of 
watercolors, there are a variety of ways to do so:


Use a wet brush to paint over the colors… 

Apply a small amount of ink to your paper and run a wet brush over the 
colors to diffuse any harsh marker lines and create a transparent wash. Wait 
for the colors to dry before layering different hues on top of your work.

Dip the brush pen in water…

Doing this helps to desaturate the tip of your brush. You will notice that the 
colors your brush pen produces are initially much softer when applied to 
paper.
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Creating Texture With Your Brush Pen

Add dimension and character to your work by applying these awesome 
brush pen techniques:


Create a marbled effect… 

Take a piece of plastic (ideally the size of your paper) and brush the colors 
over its surface. Lightly spray water over the piece of plastic and your paper 
and press them together. Do this until the color dries to produce a marbling 
effect. 

Instagram: @ArtBySinch



Use Droplets of 
Water in Your 
Artwork… 

Create light dots and 

water droplets on parts 

of you artwork by 

dropping or dabbing 

water onto color filled 

areas, just like Kyria did 

with this Super Moon! 

This will create a slightly 

smudged and textured 

effect on your work. 

Beautiful! 

Artwork by Kyria & Nigel. 

Find them on Instagram: 

@WolfandBear.co 



Use Various 

Mediums… 

Use watercolor paints, gel 

pens, fine-liners, coloured 

pencils and a variety of 

mediums to embellish 

your work. Kathryn 

created a starry night sky 

by splashing white 

watercolor ink over 

blended tones of blue & 

black, and used a fine-

liner to create the 

sailboat. This is a fun and 

creative way to create 

texture and dimension in 

your art.  

Artwork by Kathryn, find her on 

Instagram: @Kathryns_CreationCo 



Using Craftamo 
Brush Pens for 

Lettering… 

Now that you know how 

to create different brush 

strokes by varying the 

pressure applied on 

your brush pen, you can 

now move on to creating 

calligraphy art, like 

Alex has done here in 

her Bullet Journal! 

Remember to apply a 

firm pressure on the 

down strokes and a 

lighter pressure on the 

upstrokes. The down 

strokes will produce 

thicker lines and vice 

versa. 

Artwork by Alex, find her on 

Instagram: @Misfit.Plans 


